
General
1. Can we please get a case manager assigned to each advisor? 
Your new business team and, if applicable, your sales assistant, 
can help you manage your cases from application to issue.  
Coverpath provides you the ability to make changes to coverage 
before a policy is sent to your client. For other needs, contact 
Coverpath Support by phone, email or live chat.   

2. Is Coverpath being used by other life insurance companies?
Coverpath is a wholly-owned division of MassMutual and is used 
exclusively for MassMutual products. While other insurance 
companies are building digital capabilities, no one has built an 
end-to-end, integrated solution like Coverpath (marketing, 
transaction, and policy administration platform) offering you a 
single system to manage your client relationships. 

3. For term $1,000,000 and below, if the owner is a business would 
we still use Coverpath? 
Yes.  We have added a more customized interface for business-
owned insurance to make it more intuitive.

4. What are the short-term steps to remedy the closure of EMSI and 
any APS orders that were in process? Can exceptions be made?
Underwriting has reviewed each file to see if an offer can be 
approved without the APS.  If an APS was needed, underwriting 
has reordered through parameds.com. These orders are 
viewable on parameds.com.

5. I’ve had a few clients not get waiver of premium. Is this strictly 
health-related or does profession factor in?
It is worth noting that Coverpath follows the same underwriting 
guidelines as MassMutual so decisions made through EZ-app 
are the same as Coverpath. While profession can factor in, in 
most instances, time waiver of premium is not allowed due to 
health-related issues.

6. When will New York be approved for Coverpath?
We do not know and continue to seek New York approval.

7. Is it true that one can not get better than standard rating if they 
are doing fluidless underwriting?
No, clients can get preferred rates through fluidless underwriting.  
It’s important to distinguish between the two types of fluidless 
underwriting available. All applications where the insured 
is18-59 (inclusive) and the owner is applying for $1 million 
of insurance or less (term and/or WL) qualify for the Express 
Path process, offering fully underwritten coverage without the 
need for paramedical exam, fluids, or other medical records.  
Preferred rates are attainable via Express Path.  

For clients who do not receive Express Path and are unable 
to get a medical exam due to COVID-19, an advisor can call 
Coverpath Support and pursue a decision through the use of 
alternative medical records. With enough medical information, 
the client may receive a better than Standard rating.

8. Could there be a system offering fluidless at one category down if 
the algorithm is “close”?
We have designed our fluidless programs to ensure the best 
offer is extended; we don’t offer worse rate classes for the 
convenience of fluidless. Coverpath only offers best class 
fluidlessly to ensure it doesn’t give someone a worse offer than 
they would get if they completed labs. 

During the Covid crisis, we have been making Select and 
Standard offers in some cases where labs are unavailable and 
we lack suffficient data to make a best class offer. In those cases, 
clients may return later with labs to seek an improved offer. 

9. Will QuickClose be an option so SBA loan policies can be 
prioritized?
Yes, QuickClose is an option on Coverpath.

10 . Who do we go to for underwriting help?
One of the most important evolutions of Coverpath has been 
the way it has built proactive communications regarding 
underwriting and underwriting decisions. All cases that receive 
a rating other than Ultra Preferred have the rationale highlighted 
in the email the advisor receives when an offer is approved. Also, 
underwriters can place comments in the Client Case Center.  

The Coverpath Support team can answer specific questions 
ranging from where a case is in the underwriting process to why 
a case received the rating it did.  If, after this, you still want to visit 
with the underwriter, they can put you in touch with them.

Control
11. In EZ-app, I can easily change the client’s or co-owner’s email. 
With Coverpath, I would have to redo the whole app. Why? 
If the client wants to change their email before creating an 
account, they can edit their email in the application. If the client 
wants to change their email after creating an account, they can 
edit their email in account settings.

12. Can you incorporate a checkbox for “No initial premium 
payment” to avoid the TLIR payment prompt? This is for cases that 
are solely for finding underwriting class. 
Thank you for this suggestion and it is certainly something we 
can consider building.  We are exploring several changes to 
accommodate clients who are solely looking for an underwriting 
class.  For now the client can decline to fill in any payment 
information and the TLIC offer, if available, can be declined in 
one click.  Please continue to submit suggestions like these using 
our “Send Feedback” button at hub.coverpath.com. 

13. Right now, brokers and career agents cannot split cases using 
Coverpath. Will that change? 
Brokers and career agents can split cases with Coverpath.

Frequently Asked Questions
Coverpath Underwriting: Insider Edition July 7, 2020 Panel

Following is a summary of all questions that were asked via SLIDo during the July 7 live underwriting panel. If you 
weren’t able to attend the panel or wish to review any information, the full replay of the call is available here.  
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14. Can we turn off direct communications with clients?
Coverpath recently made changes to meaningfully reduce the 
amount of emails sent to clients. Certain emails will still go to 
clients (e.g. email from DocuSign which enables the client to sign 
their app, confirmation from Exam One regarding the scheduled 
date/time) but many will now go to the advisor only unless an 
application is about to expire.

15. Can New Business Coordinators start cases?  If so, any there any 
data entry forms that can be sent to clients?
Yes, if they have proxy access. Coverpath is all-digital and does 
not have a paper application available. 

16. Once a policy is issued, will we be able to print a policy summary 
for meeting with clients for ongoing policy review?
Yes, you may use CRC as a policy reporting system.

17. If the client is the applicant and the premium is being paid by 
someone else, how can we add that on the application?
Coverpath allows for third party payors;  in the “Policy 
Information” section of the application, the owner can indicate 
that someone other than the owner will be paying for the policy 
and the application will automatically ask for information about 
the third party payor.

18. At the end of the application, the system asks to verify the email 
address but doesn’t let us change it. Why is that?
That particular question is directed to the owner of the policy 
only. We will be adding an edit button to the Verify Email Address 
section. If you haven’t sent the application, you can go back into 
the owner’s section and change the email. The client, however, 
can change their email upon receipt of the link to the application.

Speed
19. We had an all-agency call today and it seemed like an high
percentage of Coverpath cases aren’t getting placed. Is this normal 
compared to EZ-app?
Coverpath has about the same percentage of issued cases as 
EZ-app; its underwriting guidelines and underwriters are the 
same as EZ-app.

20. When will MassMutual and Coverpath use one underwriting so 
that an approved policy with Coverpath can change to a type that 
needs to go through EZ-app?
Coverpath uses a different application from EZ-app; it consists of 
the Part 1, Part 2 and a version of the CMI, and each application 
is filed in every state. EZ-app’s application is  separately filed and 
has different questions. We are working to add all MassMutual 
products to Coverpath. 

21. What are you doing to ensure underwriters are giving decisions as 
quickly as possible once they have the required information?
Coverpath uses the same underwriters as MassMutual core. 
Of about150 underwriters, over one-third are cross-trained 
and dedicated to Coverpath. Capacity and speed are tightly 
managed and effort is made to ensure response times and offers 
are delivered as quickly as possible. 

Transparency
22. Can there be more transparency on what is being asked to clients 
if it does not violate HIPAA? Let advisors help expedite the process.
Advisors can have the FR2200 signed and submitted (along with a 
cover letter) to support@coverpath.com to ensure they have the 
most transparent communication permitted.  The underwriters 
are trained on the new notes feature and can add detail if a 
question is not HIPAA-protected.  

23. Can LiteTouch cases be categorized in the case status so that we 
can distinguish between what is being assessed for LiteTouch versus 
regular underwriting?
This suggestion is in development right now. We recently 
provided a greater level of detail regarding the status of cases in 
underwriting in the newly launched “Underwriting Activity” box 
(in the detailed view of a case). Lite Touch statusing is expected to 
appear in that feature by the end of the third quarter. 

24. If a case is declined, does the agent find out why?
Decline reasons are provided to the advisor in the notes section. 
Advisors have 14 days to follow up with digitalunderwriting@
massmutual.com or with Support to learn why an offer was 
provided. The FR2200 can enhance the transparency in this 
discussion. After 14 days the decline note is auto-sent to the client. 

25. Will  I be able to follow APS statuses on parameds.com?
Yes, you will need to have a paramed.com account and soon the 
parameds.com statuses will flow to Coverpath.  

26. Coverpath does not keep the advisor in the loop... I believe that’s 
the important part.
Advisors are informed in many ways with Coverpath. There are 
a range of emails and status updates in the Client Case Center 
and this is area of ongoing development. Your new business team 
and, if applicable, sales assistant all have the same access to 
information you have, including email notifications.

27. When can we expect Coverpath cases to show on Pending 
Business Reports in SIERA?
As of Wednesday, July 15 Coverpath cases are in the pending 
new business reports.  

28. Are there plans to connect Coverpath policies to ServiceNet?
We do not have plans to integrate with ServiceNet, but do 
integrate with CRC and have plans to integrate with A360 in 2021.

29. Can you add a timeline for advisors to view underwriting 
progress?
With the release of the new underwriter activity card in the Client 
Case Center the advisor can see the specific underwriting status. 
Beginning July 28, advisors and staff will be able to see sub-
statuses to follow up questions. In the third quarter, APS status 
from parameds.com will also populate in the Client Case Center.  

30. What is the timeline for an advisor to include email addresses 
for individuals they want to be included in updates regarding their 
application?
As of June 30, 2020, proxies can use the “Follow Case” feature to 
receive updates on any case they choose. We will continue
to expand on this feature. 

31. Will the underwriters’ account center notes be visible by New 
Business Coordinators in agencies that are monitoring cases?
Yes, proxy users can see case statuses and notes provided by an 
underwriter in the Client Case Center. In addition they can receive 
the same email updates you receive by utilizing the “Follow Case” 
feature in Coverpath.
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32. I have the graphic on Coverpath flow, but can there be one that 
shows exactly the steps and which email is being sent in each step?
We are excited to share our new client-use video, Clients’ Guide to 
Coverpath and one-page client-approved Coverpath application 
process document. The video summarizes what clients can 
expect using Coverpath and the one-pager provides specific 
detail on what to do and when.

33. Who can answer eligibility questions if a client has been laid off due 
to Covid?
Please contact our Coverpath Support team.

34. Regarding the time to communicate on cases, I’ve experienced a 
system issue a few times where it was ‘preparing docs’.
The “preparing documents” status in the Client Case Center 
typically means that we require an additional signature, such 
as from a joint owner. The Coverpath Support team prepares 
and sends the documents to be signed. For a list of statuses and 
definitions, visit the Help Center or contact Coverpath Support.

Future
35. When will we have full range of age limits for older ages?   
Coverpath is currently for insureds age 64 and under. The long 
term vision is for Coverpath to accommodate nearly every life 
insurance sale but there is currently no definitive schedule for 
expansion of ages or face amounts.

36. When will we be able to apply for DI at same time?  
We are targeting 2021. 

37. Will juvenile cases ever have access to preferred rates?
Coverpath follows MassMutual’s underwriting guidelines and this 
is not expected to change.

38. Can you add to upload green card, H1 Visa and drivers license?
Yes; you can securely attach supporting documents to the online 
cover letter.  

39. Will Coverpath be able to solve a death benefit case on a premium 
based on what the client wants to pay?
Yes, we are targeting a premium solve feature for year-end. 

40. Will there ever be an option to ‘opt-out’ of ordering medicals?  
My office likes to order directly.
Coverpath is designing a new capability that will not only allow 
you to take full control of ordering medicals, but also let you do it 
digitally within Coverpath. If you have feedback on how you think 
this feature should work, please use the “Send Feedback” link on 
the “In App Paramed Scheduling” tile at hub.coverpath.com.

41. Will admins get proxy access to send the offer? Since saving age 
occurs after sending the offer, shouldn’t agents sign after the client?
Administrative assistants currently have proxy access which 
includes the ability to send offers to clients.  Proxy access 
entitles proxies to act on behalf of the advisor in every way with 
one exception: only the financial professional can esign the 
application. In a case of a ‘save age’, the client signs the request. 
View backdating process.

42. Are non-EFT options going to be available in the near future?
We are looking into EFT alternatives, but will not accept paper 
checks. 

43. Can we please add a feature where the advisor decides if the 
client can hover over premiums?
We are exploring this feature.

44. When will facultative reinsurance be available?
We are actively working on this and expect to have facultative 
reinsurance available by late September or early October.

45. When duplicating a case, can you change the product if the 
client has decided to go with whole life after being approved for 
term?
This functionality is planned for later this year.  The best 
practice for now is to apply for joint whole life and term.

46. When will clients be able to pay premium out of a non-qualified 
investment account with National Financial Switch (NFS)?
All applicants must have check-writing abilities with routing 
and account numbers.

47. When editing offers on term, why can’t we change to/from 
ECP?
Please contact Coverpath Support to do an amendment. For 
term policies, a new feautre is expected to launch on July 28 
allowing you to change to/from ECP.  

48. How can the three-day approval process for juvenile cases with 
Society 1851 be duplicated on Coverpath?
Coverpath is continually refining its underwriting process 
to responsibly reduce the time it takes to approve an offer.  
Currently over 25% of Coverpath juvenile cases are approved 
in under 1 minute with the overall average at seven days. While 
some juvenile cases are approved in three days, the average 
time (e-sign to offer) is 12-15 calendar days for juveniles on 
EZ-app.  

49. A husband was approved but his wife was not. If his wife is not 
yet approved, can we hold his app for more than 30 days?
No, 30 days is the maximum time allowance.

Exceptions
50. How will Coverpath applications be submitted for my clients 
who don’t use email? Can we remove the need to input an email 
address just to get a quote?
Coverpath is fully digital so all applicants need an email to 
create a login and submit their application. This login is used 
to accept the final offer and help the client manage their 
MassMutual policies in one place. An email address is required 
when sending a quote or an application to a client. You may use 
your own email address if you are using the system as a quoting 
tool and not sending the Coverpath link. We are working on a 
way to view quotes and illustrations without needing an email.

51. If an agent only uses paper applications with clients, will 
Coverpath generate a paper app to be submitted?
We recommend getting in touch with your firm’s Coverpath 
team or new business team to see if they have an approach. 
Coverpath is fully digital and cannot accommodate a paper 
application, however a proxy may start a digital application 
based on information provided by the advisor. The client will 
need an email address to submit the application and eSign.

52. If a client can’t do electronic signatures, can a paper 
application be submitted?
No, all signatures are completed electronically.
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